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Our belief

We’ve been working on the best sleep for tomorrow  
for over 130 years. Every bed is made with attention  

to details, the environment, and the future.

All because when you’re well rested, you feel it:
you are relaxed, energetic, sharp, and friendly.

You are awake.

is a more
beautiful world

rested       well
world

We believe a
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The Original is a complete  
bed with a clear design. It is 

based on the Auping mesh base 
and mattress. Which is exactly 

what's needed for a good night's 
sleep. Both mesh base and 

mattress can be ergonomically 
attuned to your body. 

The "Good Industrial Design" award 
is the most important award for

the industrial design of products
in the Netherlands.

Original Deep black with upholstered headboard

perfect  
   base

The

Let's introduce:  
Original

Complete your Original
with a headboard.
In the fabric and colour
of your choice
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Original Deep black, headboard upholstered with Facet 1001 Dark grey

A clear shape and a powerful frame, 
combined with a mesh base of your choice: 
flat or adjustable.

Available in two heights.  
The higher version provides  
extra comfort

A headboard for every size,  
with or without extension.  
Even for single beds

8 9



Complete your Original

Complete your Original with a headboard in the fabric of your choice. With no less than 
89 fabrics to choose from, you can mix and match all colours, fabrics and structures.
 
All of the collection’s fabrics are of the highest quality, with a sustainable nature,  
and are wonderfully soft and comfortable.

At Auping you can choose 
from three categories  
of fabric:

Fabric group A: uni coloured
Fabric group A is our basic collection  
of uni coloured fabrics.

Fabric group B: rich effects
Fabric group B contains fabrics with rich 
effects and a luxurious variety in structure 
and relief. Such as Points for example.  
This fabric is made from yarn coming from 
clothing collections and leftover fabric.  
By reusing such materials we no longer  
need to use up new resources for Points. 
Another way to think and act sustainably.

Fabric group C: refined weave textures
Fabric group C includes soft wools, fine  
woven durable fabrics with refined textures 
and special details from our fabric supplier 
Kvadrat. Clara, for example, combines 
uncoloured, unbleached sheep’s wool  
with an exceptional blend of bright colour 
accents, while the unbleached, undyed  
woven woollen Molly retains the sheep’s 
natural colour entirely.

Auping works in close partnership with the 
trendsetting and high-quality Danish textile 
manufacturer Kvadrat.

Original Deep black, headboard upholstered with Points 166 Blossom 1110



Auronde Burgundy oak with headboard and Forest green buttons and table

Let's introduce:  
Auronde

design  
     classic

A true

The Auronde is a true design 
classic made from wood with 

characteristic aluminum details.

Designed by Frans de la Haye in 
1973. Its rounded shapes and 

bright colours were revolutionary 
back then.

And once again it’s revolutionary: 
with new materials and the 

possibility to adapt the details to 
your wishes, you get the same 

great design from back then, with 
today’s contemporary design.
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Auronde Night blue with headboard and Rusty red buttons

To me, the bed  
is a sacred place;

the only place where
we can achieve utter  

bliss and safety.

A bed that lasts a lifetime, that’s 
easy to assemble, and just as easy 
to disassemble. Without losing 
sight of the comfort and design.

That was what Frans de la Haye 
had in mind when he designed  
the Auronde. And that’s why he 
opted to combine exceptionally 
strong beech wood with striking 
details, thus bringing design and 
sustainability together perfectly.

Through the  
designer's eyes
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The aluminum buttons on the legs of the Auronde
are an unmistakable component of the design. Because you can choose 

from 11 different colours, they give your bed an original character.
In addition to this, they connect the separate parts of the bed frame.

As a result, you can easily disassemble the Auronde.
This is very useful when you move, for instance.

functionality       
         design

Focus on

and

Auronde Golden yellow oak and table with Cool grey buttons16 17



Design
details      that lets you 

control the 

Auronde table

Can be moved and
therefore, can be used  
as a nightstand or as  
a table at the foot of  
the bed, for instance. 

Auronde table 
with storage shelf

Accessories

Flush surround  
head unit

HeadboardHeadboards

Dimensions

Width: 80/90/100/120/
140/160/180/200 cm
Length: 200/210/220 cm

Separable Heights

34,5 cm
41,5 cm
48 cm

Single raisedFrame

Opt for a matching
or contrasting colour for  

the aluminum details:

Colours

Stain colours

Details

Pure
white

Deep
black

Cool
grey

Warm
grey

Clay Forest
green

Blush

Coral
red

Rusty
red

Night
blue

Golden
yellow

oak

Poppy
red
oak

Burgundy
oak

Royal blue
oak

Natural
oak

Natural
walnut

Pure
white

Deep
black

Cool
grey

Warm
grey

Clay Forest
green

Blush

Coral
red

Rusty
red

Night
blue

Aluminum

Auronde options
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Essential Pure white

Let's introduce:  
Essential

With its slender lines and slightly 
curved headboard, the Essential 
is a real bed for design-lovers. 

Available in various colours and 
options, this contemporary bed 

fits in every bedroom.

Contemporary &
          sustainable
               design
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A 100% recyclable bed

Made of real materials such as wood, steel and aluminum that are 100% 
recyclable, the Essential has a sincerely sustainable design. Here at Auping,

we are very proud of it. You can sleep easier knowing that your choice of bed is not 
only going to give you a good night's sleep, but is also good for the environment. 

Essential Heaven 101 ivoyEssential Cool grey

Lacquered 
headboard in  

10 different  
colours

Recyclable  
aluminum frame

A coarse woven fabric in the 
same colour provides a nice 
contrast in structure
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Complete your perfect bed by choosing  
a flat or (electrically-) adjustable mesh 

base and a mattress that suits your body.  
The Auping mesh base, combined with an 

Auping mattress, offers exactly the right 
distribution of body pressure, ensuring you 

get a good night's sleep. 

The top mattress  
provides extra comfort

The Essential can also be combined 
with upholstered mattressescomfort Ultimate

Essential Night blue

Available in  
two heights
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Night
blue

Rusty
red

Coral
red

Blush

Warm
grey

Cool
grey

Deep
black

Auping Essential  
is the winner of 
the "red dot design 
award" 2012. 

The "Good Industrial 
Design" award is the  
most important award  
for industrial designed 
products in the Netherlands.

Since 1953, the IF 
Product Design Award 
has been one of the most 
important innovative 
product design awards. 

"We think it's important that the Essential is made available in 
many diverse styles so it can be used in various interiors over  
a long life," say Claudia Köhler and Irmy Wilms, the Berlin design 
duo who designed the Essential bed model for Auping.

Extend your
Essential with

matching
bedside tables

Accessories Table 

Matching floating table. 

Laquered Upholstered Headboard 

Slightly curved wooden headboard. Slightly curved wooden headboard.  
Upholstered in a fabric of your choice. 

Frame Dimensions Heights 

Bed frame made from aluminum, legs are slightly bent. 
Available in the following dimensions:  
Width: 80/90/100/120/140/160/180/200 cm 
Length: 200/210/220 cm

The Essential comes in two heights:  
30 cm or 37 cm

Colours

Clay

Forest
green

Pure
white

Essential options

Choose an upholstered 
headboard in a matching  
or contrasting colour
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Match Warm grey

Let's introduce:
Match

Because we like to keep all options 
open, you have all the choice 

you need with the Auping Match 
collection. This means you can opt 
for a wooden or aluminum frame, 
a straight or curved headboard, 

different leg types, and for 
matching, floating nightstands.

your 
      style 

Complete  
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An eye for detail 

At Auping, design means products with focus and attention  
to detail. With Match, you can see the perfect balance between 
comfort, individuality and timeless design. Are you looking for  
a straight shape? Choose the wooden surround. If you prefer a  
rounder shape in your bedroom, go for the aluminum bed frame. 

to suit your personal  
    preference and interior 

Choose  
   your style

Curved or  
straight legs

Matching floating 
nightstands

Sleek design thanks  
to the clear lines

Match Warm grey30 31



In-house design 

The Match is designed by our own Auping Design team of industrial 
designers, engineers and stylists. For every design, a great deal of 

thought is put into the material and design choices. 

Accessories Nightstand 

Matching floating nightstand  
with drawer.

Headboard 

Straight and slim headboard decorated  
with aluminum corners.

Slightly curved wooden headboard. 

Frame Aluminum

Frame from solid beech wood, the sides  
are rounded at the bottom. Available in  
the following dimensions: 
Width: 80/90/100/120/140/160/180/200 cm  
Length: 200/210/220 cm

Aluminum frame with rounded corners.

Colours

Legs

Choose from two aluminum legs:  
curved or straight.

Wood

Straight

Match Cool grey

Match options

Curved

Night
blue

Rusty
red

Coral
red

Blush

Warm
grey

Cool
grey

Deep
black

Clay

Forest
green

Pure
white
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Sleep even better? Everything is possible
with Auping pillows and duvets

A great sleep depends on so many different factors. In addition to your mesh base  
and mattress, your pillow and duvet are also really important. Your pillow should 
support your neck and head, allowing your neck muscles to relax entirely. And a duvet  
that wraps nicely around your body will prevent gushes of annoying cold air. Auping 
ensures that you can wake up each morning feeling refreshed and full of energy.

A duvet cover not only offers comfort, it also creates a lovely ambiance in the 
bedroom. The Auping collection comes in a whole range of designs and colours  
that blend beautifully with the latest fashion and design trends.

All of our duvet covers 
have an extra long  

tuck-in flap

34

A good night’s sleep also depends on the right room temperature. It should 
neither be too cold nor too warm. That is why Auping pillows and duvets 
feel light and airy and they ventilate perfectly. This creates the perfect 
temperature, allowing you to wake up feeling refreshed.

Your choice of duvet depends on your own personal preferences. Which 
feeling is right for you? Do you prefer to feel warm or a little cooler in bed? 
You can choose a summer or all-year duvet. When the nights get really  
cold or if you are quick to feel the cold then these are easily combined  
with buttons to create a 4-seasons duvet.

Responsible Down Standard (RDS)
Auping sells down duvets and pillows that are certified according to  
the Responsible Down Standard (RDS). Read more on auping.com/rds

Choose the perfect Auping pillow and duvet to suit you
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Our sleep experts are happy to give you personalised advice

Choose your mesh base Choose your mattress

Flat
Without options  
to adjust.

Manually adjusted
The back and foot sections 
are manually adjustable.

3 motors
The back and foot 
section and the 
head support
are independently
adjustable. The 
knee section is
raised as a result.

Electrically adjustable 

1 motor
The back section  
is electrically
adjustable. The
the foot section is
manually adjustable.

2 motors
The back and 
foot section are 
independently
adjustable. The  
knee section is  
raised as a result.

Discoverour 
entire collection

Inizio is the ideal option
if you are looking for 
Auping quality at an
affordable price.

Inizio Adagio

Enjoy superior sleep
thanks to Adagio.  
Five comfort zones
and a Latex Perfo
ventilated comfort
layer create a highly
resilient mattress.

Cresto

Cresto is a true quality 
booster for your sleep 
thanks to 5 zones,  
a flexible support
for the shoulders, and
a pressure distributor
throughout the entire 
mattress.

Vivo

The top-of-the-range, 
full-option Vivo is the 
ultimate choice for
anyone who sets the 
highest standards.  
Enjoy optimum 
ventilation and comfort 
while lying down.

Maestro

Maestro provides 
masterful lying comfort 
thanks to 5 zones, doubled 
support for the shoulders, 
and extra-high DPPS® 
pocket springs for well-
supported sinking into  
the mattress.
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Discover what's possible at auping.com. To receive professional 
and personal advice go to your nearest Auping shop.

auping.com
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